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NE OF MY FAVORITE music writers, Peter
Guralnick, once said that writing about music was
like dancing about architecture. I think that the same
might be said for writing about food. It is hard to find words that
convey the flavors and the smells, the feeling of home and hearth,
the rituals, traditions, and sense of place that food evokes.
Few of our cultural traditions are as intimately practiced or
dearly held as those having to do with food. Anthropologists
claim that food is the last vestige 0f "the old country" that
immigrants shed. Long after they quit speaking their native
language, immigrants cling to their traditional foods. As writer
Viviana Carhallo explains in this issue: "Food is a way of keeping
home close to one’s heart."
I know that from my own experience. My mother held dear
the recipes passed on by her Norwegian mother. My sisters and
I loved her lefie, a potato pancake that we would cover with
hurter and brown sugar; hut we abhorred her lutejisk, a soggy
comhination of codfish and lye that one sister described as
tasting like athletic socks soaked in bleach.
While ethnic comfort food is the last vestige 0f our cultural
identity that we discard, our first "taste" of a new culture
frequently begins with food. Be it baldava or briyani, food
connects us to a culture at its most universal level.
Kitty Oliver describes how powerfully f00d can unite
us culturally in her article, Multicolored Memories. The
international potluck she descrihes, where guests share both their
native f00d and poignant childhood memories, is a wonderful
example of the sense of community that food can evoke.
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We Floridians are fortunate to live in a state 0f rich cultural
diversity. The exotic array of ethnic food available in most
Florida cities gives new meaning to the term "melting pot." I
am reminded of this each day on my way to work. 1 drive down
a St. Petersburg street that has 1 2 different ethnic restaurants
or grocery stores-including Bosnian, Vietnamese, and
Palestinian-in a 20-block stretch.
"Tell me what you eat and I will tell you who you are," writes
French food writer Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin. Well, my
breakfast this morning was Cuhan coffee and a guava pastry. I
lunched on Thai noodles. And I look forward to my husband’s
homemade salsa and enchiladas for dinner. I guess that makes
me a 2I’-century Floridian!
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FHC &‘ard Chairman David Co/bwrn at
left accepts a statewide awardfor FORUM
magazine ac the recent F/odeha Magazine
/lssocktion FM4 ceremony in Or/acadia.
Porseneing the award is Jim C/ark, incoming
FMA president. C/ark, publisher afOclaodo
Magazine, is a/ca a member sfFHCi board

The imposing Castillo de San Marcos is just one of the historic sites
teachers explore during the St. Augustine workshops.

FHC receives fourth major grant for
St. Augustine workshops

FORUM honored

For the fourth consecutive year, FHC has received a major
grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities to
conduct teacher workshops in St. Augustine. Two weekiong
workshops will be offered in summer 2007 to educators from
Florida and across the United States. Lcd by distinguished
archaeologists, historians, and other scholars, the teachers
will delve into the history and heritage of the nation’s oldest
permanent European settlement. An estimated 100 teachers
will participate in the active, hands-on workshops entitled,
"Between Columbus and Jamestown: Spanish St. Augustine."
Since 2004 when FHC created this program, nearly 600 teacherssome from as &r away as Alaska and Maine-have attended the
workshops, which focus on America’s Spanish colonial experience
56 years before the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock. Participants
examine historical archives, archaeological artifacts, and the wealth
of national landmarks and prescrved buildings that make up St.
Augustine’s historic quarter. Teachers stay at the historic Flagler
college and receive stipends to cover food, lodging, and travel.
For more information contact Monica Rowland at
727 873-2005 or anrowland@flahum.org
During the workshops, teachers examine artifacts like this historic map.

FORUM magazine received four statewide awards at the 2006
Florida Magazine Association ceremony held recently in Orlando.
FORUM was honored for general excellence and for "Cracker
Country," FORUM’s Winter 2006 issue. The honors, received in the
category for associations, were:
* Silver Award second place for General Excellence for Best
Overall Magazine
* Silver Award for Writing Excellence for Best Written Magazine
* "Charley" Award first place for General Excellence in a specialtheme issue, for "Cracker Country," which focused on the
pioneers and cattle ranchers who settled the state.
* Bronze Award third place for Writing Excellence, for the article
"Cracker Music," by writer Peter B. Gallagher.

School districts invited to apply
for Florida-history workshops
FHC will provide workshops on 20th-century Florida history at
school districts around the state during the 2007-2008 academic
year. These daylong teacher workshops, offered free to school
districts, will be led by Gary R. Mormino, history professor at the
University of South Florida St. Petersburg and author of Land of
Sunshine, State ofDreams: A Social History of Modern Florida. Several
other Florida historians will make presentations at the workshops.
To bring these content-rich, professional-development
opportunities to their teachers, Florida school districts may
apply online at www.flahum.org/sunshineapp. The application
deadline is Dec. 8. For farther information, contact Ann
Schoenacher, director of FHC’s Florida Center for Teachers
at aschoenacher@fiahum.org or 727 873-2010.
FHC will provide these workshops to eight school districts
in Florida. Each workshop can accommodate up to 75
teachers. Funding is provided through a "We the People"
grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities.
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Four new members elected
to FHC Board
FHC’s Board of Directors has elected
four new members to replace four whose
terms expired in October. The new
members will serve three-year terms,
until November 2009. Thcy are:
Meredith Morris-Babb, director of
the University Press of Florida UPF,
the statewide university-system press.
She manages a team of seven associate
directors who publish 95 books each
year. UPF has been a partner with FHC’s
Gathering cultural-tourism program and
its Road Scholars speakers’ bureau. Prior
to working with UPF, Morris-Babb was an
acquisitions editor for many years in the
publishing industry. She earned a B.A. at
Duke University in history and religion.
Rachel Blechman, a retired partner in the
Holland & Knight law firm and president
of the Funding Arts Network, a granting
organization for the visual and performing
arts in the Miami area. She has chaired the
Board of the Friends ofWLRN public radio
and television in Miami; is a member of
the WLRN Advisory Committee; and has
beers active in numerous other community
organizations, particularly involving
the arts and children’s issues. Blechman
earned a B.S. from Cornell University
in child development studies, MEd. in
counseling from the University of Miami,
and J.D. from the University of Miami.

William Carlson, president of Tucker!
Hall, a national public relations and
consulting firm specializing in investor
relations, strategy development, marketing
solutions, and public policy development
and implementation. He received his
BA. in marketing from the University
ofTampa and his MA. in public
administration from Harvard University’s
John E Kennedy School of Government.
Carlson worked in Singapore. 1989-94,
for a marketing consulting firm, advising
companies and organizations in 15
countries. He is a graduate of Leadership
Florida and is active in the Hillsborough
Education Foundation and in other
Tampa-area community organizations.

Meredith Morria-Babb

Par/ce! B/echman

Jeffrey Sharkey, president of Capitol
Alliance Group, Inc., a business
development and government relations
firm specializing in transportation, housing
development, finance, entertainment,
telecommunications, education, and
economic development. His academic
degrees, all earned at Florida State
University, area 8.5. in English,
MEd. in educational research, M.S. in
sociology and economics, and Ph.D. in
international development. Sharkey is the
chair of the Children’s Miracle Network,
a graduate of Leadership Florida, and
is involved in Habitat for Humanity, as
well as a number of statewide community
organizations. Sharkey began his career
as a teacher and school administrator and
has worked in numerous countries as a
consultant for international agencies.

William Carbon

Jeffrey Sharkey

A sense of place
With a grant from FHC, the Florida Trust for
Public Land is sponsoring "Land & People:
Conversations about Florida," a series of
four public forums that will be held around
the state next year. Community residents,
scholars, and conservationists will lead
discussions about specific outdoor places and
natural landscapes that have been conserved
for the public. They will ask such questions
as: What value do namral environments bring
ro communities? How do people benefit
from them? How did people arrange for these
specific sites to be conserved?
The schedule for these events is: Feb. 22 in
St. Petersburg, at Studio@s620; March 28 in
Miami, at Fairchild Tropical Garden; April 19
in Jacksonville, at the Ritz Theater; and May
10 in Tallahassee, at Tall Timbers Research
Station & Land Conservancy.

‘A grove of sabal

palms punctuates the vast marshes along
the St. Johns River south of Lake Harney on the border of
Seminole and Volusia counties," writes Clay Henderson
about this photo by Ian Adams in their book, The Floridas.
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FLORIDA FOOD
exotic, eclectic, and always evolving
fly GARY

R. MostMoNo

T

HE MOST MOMENTOUS EVENT in
the history of Florida occurred sometime in
the 16th century when the first European
set foot on shore. ‘This ignited a cultural

exchange that would fundamentally alter the destiny of
millions of lives and, for centuries, reorient the planting
and harvesting, culture and consumption of foods.
It set in motion a series ofevents that brought together
the peoples, animals, and plants of the Americas, Europe,
Asia, and Africa. Centuries of adapting and fusing food
cultures ensued-resulting in a constantly evolving
multicultural, multiethnic feast.

TIMucuAJN INDIANS are depicted smoking meat and fish near present-day
Jacksonville. This etching is said to be based on a painting by Jacques I.e Moyne de
Morgues, who accompanied the 1564 French Huguenot expedition to settle Florida.
"I think this food is prepared for the winter when they go into the woods, for we
could never beg a bit of it from them," La Moyne wrote, according to an illustrated
history published in 1591 by Flemish engraver Theodor de Boy.
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The early Spanish explorers intended to impose a Nuevo
Espana upon La Florida, but found that even eating was
adventuresome. Their Andalusian cattle, introduced by Ponce
de Leon in 1521, adapted easily to the New World, as did
swine, horses, and chickens. Their citrus and sugar cane,
previously brought to Sicily and southern Spain by invading
Saracens and Moors, was even more portentous.
But

the

Spaniards

begrudgingly

realized that

an

agricultural base of wheat, oil, and wine proved impossible in
this hot and humid climate. They depended greatly on Indian
maize corn and partook in other Indian foods, including
squash, beans, and coontie a palmlike plant with roots that
were used to make flour. "Maize, not wheat, was the staff of
life in Florida," writes historian Amy Bushnell.
St. Augustine, the Spaniards’ first permanent settlement,
survived through times of famine as well as feast. Archaeologist
Patricia Griffin describes the town’s I 8th-centuty marketplace
in good times: "Farmers placed their baskets of vegetables

on the ground nearby and poultry lay tied beside them.
Tomatoes, sweet peppers, yams, chayote, squash, and melons
were frequent local products. Hawkers milled about, baskets

on their heads, offering shrimp, or oysters, or fruits."
But this was a poor outpost on the fringes of the great
empire of New Spain, dependent upon local foods and the

royal granaries of Havana. Ledger books and royal reports
record several periods of famine. The year 1712 was known as
"La Gran Harnbre" the Great Hunger, a perilous time for the
dogs and cats of St. Augustine.
The trajectory of people and foods to Florida took many
curious and even tragic paths. During the British reign in
Florida, 1763-1783, the Scottish-born physician Andrew
Turnbull broughr 1,403 indentured servants from the
Mediterranean island 0f Minorca and from Italy and Greece to

farm his indigo plantation at Mosquito Inlet near today’s New
Smyrna. Hundreds perished. Following a rebellion, the survivors
made their way north to St. Augustine, where they flourished and
became known, in part, for their beloved datil peppers.
The Minorcans remained in St. Augustine when Spain

reacquired Florida from the British in 1783. When Spain ceded
Florida to the United States in 1821, the transfer signaled not
only a new authority, but more new cultures and clashes.
Among the U.S. newcomers was Laura Wirt Randall,
who, with her husband, brought slaves to grow cotton in North
Florida. She wrote 0f the primitive conditions as compared
to the comforts of the Upper South. Meals consisted of "a
piece of pork, very indifferent bread.. and a saucer of some
cane syrup." Their African slaves, too, adjusted to strange new
foods, while imparting new spices, flavors, and pleasures, such
as yams, watermelon, greens, rice, and gumbo the African
word for okra.
The hot climate posed challenges. Salt was the essential
preservative, and Floridians used prodigious amounts of it.
C00l weather meant "hog-killing time." Butchers frantically
slaughtered and sectioned the hogs, packing the cuts in layers 0f
salt, lard, or a salt-pepper-molasses rub.
Harvest festivals brightened the dreariness of unremitting
toil. Special foods became associated with the rituals of work,
play, and place. Sugarcane was an indispensable crop to
Floridians, the source of syrup and molasses, No kitchen table
lacked a cane syrup bottle.
Pork, not cotton, was king in Florida. The Frenchman
Comte de Castelnau observed in 1837: "The animal that gives
the most extraordinary results is the hog." Fattened on goobers,
acorns, and pinecone nuts, hogs were slaughtered after the first
frost. Farmers took pride in their butchering and smokehouse
skills, utilizing every part of the pig except the squeal.

Young men observe a hog at the University of Florida
Agricultural Experiment Station in the early 1 SODs.
A seafood feast is ready for the eating at right.
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BOTTLED HELL
Datil Pepper Sauce
Inro an electric blender, put 2 cups of
chopped Datil peppers and ½ cup vinegar.
Blend for 5 minutes. Put mixture into a
saucepan; add two large bottles of catsup
and 2½ cups vinegar. Bring to a boil and
simmer for 10 minutes. Cool slightly and
pour into small bottles.
"Spanish or Minorcan in orrkin-’--it is a small
yellow-steen, waxy pepper sometimes flecked
with ,reL It makes up for its size in strength; a
very ho4 atomic little pepper that wants to be
used sparüzgty by experimental beginners."
Mrs. Bonnie Bader, a member of the St Augustine
Minorean community, is shown shelling beans in 1984.

-Joan Adams Wickharn, Food Favorites of
St. Augusti tie
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FathaCk salted pork flavored steamed collard and turnip
greens, leaving "pot lildcer" at the bottom of the kettle. Senators
and countysherifi pontificated over the proprieties ofcrumbling
versus dunking one’s cornbread in the heavenly broth.
The most cherished method of cooking pork was the
whole-hog, slow-cooked barbecue. No political rally was
considered proper without pits and spits of hogs roasting over
hickory embers, unless it was a coastal fish fry.
Florida barbecue, like much in the state, has evolved
into a fission of imported foods and styles the European hog,
the British fondness for grilled meats, and pit masters with
African heritage. Fittingly, barbecue can be traced to Arawak
Indians, who roasted meat on raised sticks. The Caribbean
word "barbacca" was first printed in Ovied6s 1526 History
of the Indies. Thus, Florida is the crossroads of a barbecue belt
running from the Caribbean islands to the Carolinas to South
America.
When pork was scarce, Floridians proved adaptableeating protein sources native to the land and water. The
Christmas 1836 diary entry of J.R. Mott begins, "We reveled
upon Copher Soup and whiskey toddy." Highly prized for its
taste, gopher land tortoise was nicknamed the "poor man’s
chicken." According to Adelia Roscasco-Soule, a West Florida
writer, "We had gopher gumbo every Friday, whether Catholic
or not."
Soldier and 19th-century adventurer Andrew Canova
recalled dining on roast manatee. "The fattest, juiciest
Tennessee beef is by no means equal to it," he confessed.
Folks also dined on green turtle, shrimp, crabs, oysters, and
other local delicacies. "He was a bold man that first did eat an
oyster," wrote Samuel Johnson. One might add stone crabs,
conchs, and sea urchins to the list.

The coastal waters were so bountifully diverse that
Floridians today can scarcely imagine what has been lost. So
plentiful wete the waters 0f Charlotte Harbor that the Calusa
Indians, a powerful group in South Florida when the Spanish
first arrived, built a complex, hierarchical society without an
agricultural base. Tales of schools of mackerel and kingfish
running for days, of pioneers unable to sleep because 0f the
squeals and grunts 0f mullet, and 0f rowboats being swamped
by leaping tarpon and sturgeon should not be dismissed as
coastal myths.
The late 19th century unleashed a series ofrevolutions that
changed the way rural and urban Floridians shopped, traveled,
and ate. One was the dramatic change in transportation that
spawned national markets and created new communities of
consumption. Seminole County farmers were able to send
their celery to Chicago, while Sanford housewives purchased
inexpensive cuts of beef and pork sped from Chicago stockyards
to the local A&P grocery.
Quickly, places became synonymous with foods:
Frostproof and Indian River oranges, Starke and Plant City
strawberries, Venice and Wauchula cucumbers, Belle Glade
and Ruskin tomatoes, Bay City and Pompano Beach beans,
Hastings and Palatka potatoes, Zellwood corn, Fernandina
shrimp, Homosassa blue crabs, Caxambas clams, Sanibel
scallops, Cortez mullet, and Apalachicola oysters.
Trains that whisked Pensacola red snapper and Biscayne
Bay stone crabs to New York’s Fulton fish market, returned
with immigrants headed for Tampa and Miami. This infusion
of new cultures came from many directions and had a major
impact on Florida and its food.
In the late lSGOs, a revolution in Cuba brought
thousands of Cuban dmigrés to Key West. They brought their

Adella and William Thomas Denham above
cook cane syrup at their homestead in Homeland,
Florida in 1916.

The heart at the cabbage palm is
preparation for cooking.
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love for black beans and white rice. The island community
was already home to thousands of white and black "Conchs,"
Bahamians who came to the archipelago to work as spongers,
fishermen, and artisans. They retained their fondness for
pigeon peas and rice.
In 1886, Vicente Martinez Thor relocated his Cigar factory
from Key West to Tampa. His Thor City, which attracted
thousands of Cuban, Spanish, and Italian immigrants, became
a hothouse and economic engine for food innovations. A
fltrnous drink Cuba Libre, a famous sandwich the Cuban,
and a famous snack the deviled crab all originated in this
Latin enclave, as did scores of bakeries, coffee houses, and cafes.
Almost everyone-occasionally even the Romanian Jewish
merchants 0f Thor City-adored roast suckling pig marinated
in mojo sour orange juice and garlic.
In the first decade of the 20th century, Greek immigrants
from the Dodecanese Islands settled in Tarpon Springs. Food
is never static, and in time Greek cafes catered to tourists,
who found grilled octopus and baklava to be exotic. The most
famous establishment, Pappas’s, introduced Greek salad, with
its dollop of potatoes, to America.
In 1915, H.W. Schwartz advertised that his Tampa
delicatessen was "the only one of its kind in South Florida."
Soon thereafter, large numbers of Jews moved to Miami.
The foods of Eastern and Central Europe followed. In 1943,
Woifle Cohen opened his legendary sandwich shop on
Collins Avenue in Miami Beach, succeeded by hundreds 0f
kosher butcher shops and bakeries specializing in rugulach,
rye bread, and bagels.
World War II exposed millions of servicemen and civilians
to the Florida buffet. Commenting upon the morale of troops
stationed in Fort Myers, the local paper reported that many of

the northern soldiers "have to be taught to eat okra, definitely
don’t like grits," and prefer their green beans northern style,
without "grease, bacon, or ham hocks." By the I 950s, it seemed
as if every GI who had trained in Florida had returned as a
tourist; by 1980, it seemed as if every CI had retired in Florida,
along with his mother.
Technological ingenuityand"l Like Ike" prosperitybrought
new foodstuth to Florida. The first franchise restaurants arrived
in the 1950s. Soon, Floridians dined on Cincinnati Skyline
chili, Philadelphia cheese steaks, and Chicago deep-dish pizza.
No factor changed how and what Floridians ate as much
as the new attitudes toward international cuisine-brought
about by GIs returning from the European and Pacific Theaters
and by the dramatic resurgence in the numbers of immigrants
from Cuba, Latin America, and Asia.
Floridians have never enjoyed such variety on the menu.
Purple potatoes from the Andes, mozzarella made from the
milk of Italian water buffalo, and blowfish from Japan are
served nightly in fashionable Florida restaurants, courtesy 0f
overnight delivery.
Floridians, who once thought romaine lettuce was exotic,
show a willingness to tty new foods and fusions. The cultural
exchange that began 500 years ago endures in 21st-century
Florida markets, cafes, and kitchens. Acceptance of new
foods and people has brought residents together culturally in
ways Floridas long coastline and vast hinterland could never
unite them geographically. By our cook pots, we reveal our
multicultural, multiethnic identity.
GARY It MORMINO boWs the Frank E. Duckwall Thvfessonhp in
Florida Studies at the University ofSouth Florida St Petersburg.

Flora Mae Hunter demonstrates cooking rice cakes
above as part of the Leon County Public Library’s
follolife program in 1983.

A boy stands amid

velvet beans, peanuts, and corn in
Wakulta County in 1926.

Bahamian Pigeon Peas and Rice
Pigeon peas existed in Egypt as long ago as 2,200 to
240GB C accotding to sone reports
An old Florida postcard showing men
cutting sugar cane.
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The REAL First Thanksgiving Meal
By

MIcUAEL GANNON

he popular story promoted by Anglo-American
historians holds that the first thanksgiving
ceremony in what is now the United States took
place as a harvest festival in 1621 at the English
"Pilgrim Fathers" settlement of Plymouth in Massachusetts.
Each November American school children dress up in blackand-white costumes meant to recall such iconic Pilgrim
figures as William Bradford, Miles Standish, and Priscilla
Muilins Alden. Their mothers and grandmothers prepare
thanksgiving dinners of turkey, dressing, gravy, cranberry
sauce, and assorted vegetables, breads, and desserts.
But this was not the nation’s first thanksgiving meal.
Fifty-six years earlier, Europeans and Natives shared
a thanksgiving service and a communal meal in
St. Augustine, Florida. These stand as the
first documented thanksgiving events in
a permanent setdement anywhere in
North America north of Mexico.
On September 8, 1565,
Spanish Admiral Pedro Mendndez
de Aviles landed in St. Augustine
amidst aborigines of the Seloy tribe.
Accompanying him were 500 soldiers,
200 sailors, and 100 civilian frrmers and
craftsmen, some with wives and children.
Following the admiral’s claim of La

T

Florida on behalf of his monarch Philip II, the fleet chaplain,
Father Francisco Lopez de Mendoza Grajales, celebrated
a Mass 0f thanksgiving for the expedition’s safe arrival.
Menendez’s brother-in-law Gonzaio Soils de Meras recorded
that, following the Mass, "the Admiral had the Indians fed and
dined himself."
I have long conjectured in print that the meal laid out on
that September 8 was cocido, a stew made from salted
pork and garbanzo beans, laced with garlic seasoning,
and accompanied by hard sea biscuits and red wine.
This is based on information supplied by historian
Eugene Lyon on what constituted the food stores
of Spanish ships at the time.
There is nothing in the record to say
- how
all that went down in Native
tummies. Perhaps the Seloy people
contributed food of their own, either
fresh or smoked. If so, they may
have limited their palates to dishes
with which they were familiar. We
know from archaeological remains
that their diet induded deer, gopher
tortoise, shark, drum, mullet,
and sea catfish. In the plant food
column we can list maize, beans,
and squash, along with nuts, fruits,

Spanish Admiral Pedro Menindez de Aviles
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and miscellaneous greens. These findings come from analyses
by zooarchaeologist Elizabeth Rein and paleoerhnobotanist
Margaret Scarry.
It is very difficult to get the powdered-wig states to the
north of Florida to recognize St. Augustine’s priority among
American cities. Even historians and journalists, particularly
those 0f an Anglo-American bent, seem reluctant to accord
any special stature to that dark-haired community, which was
set in place one year following the death of Michelangelo and
the birth of William Shakespeare.
On November 24, 2004, the New York Times ran an op
ed piece by historian Charles C. Mann, who stated: "Until
the arrival of the Mayflower, continental drift had kept apart
North America and Europe for hundreds of millions of years.
Plymouth Colony and its less successful predecessor in
J arnestown reunited the continents."
I sent a letter to the Times: "By the dates when Jamestown
and Plymouth were founded, St. Augustine, Florida, was up for
urban renewal. It was a city with fort, church, marker, college
seminary, six-bed hospital, and 120 shops and homes."
Writing in the Smithsonian magazine in February 2006,
Mr. Mann graciously conceded: "In September 1565 Pedro
Menéndez de Aviles led about 800 Spaniards to colonize
St. Augustine. The landing party celebrated their arrival,
inviting the local Indians-an act of religious thanksgiving
in a permanent settlement that included both Natives and
newcomers, Sounds like Thanksgiving to me!"
The Times, meanwhile, went bounding offto even farther

-

L’
--
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fields, deciding in its May 25, 2006, edition that the first
permanent European settlement in the United States was none
of the above. "If any place deserves to be known as the nation’s
birthplace," the Times intoned, "it is New York [Cityj." The
evidence adduced for this preposterous assertion was that
in 1609 Henry Hudson and Samuel de Champlain made
exploratory voyages in nearby waters. Sometimes the reader
does not know whether to laugh or cry.
But no one is beyond redemption. Just as Mr. Mann
eventually looked south to Florida like a prodigal son, so too
the Times came home to America’s birthplace. On July 9, a
staffwriter declared for the ages or at least for future editors:
"The Spanish didn’t just explore, they setrled, creating the first
permanent European settlement in the continental United
States at St. Augustine, Fia., in 1565,... Spaniards also held a
thanksgiving, 56 years before the Pilgrims, when they feasted
near St. Augustine with Florida Indians, probably on stewed
pork and garbanzo beans."
So all’s well again on that
particular history front.
Happy Thanksgiving meals to all!
And don’t forget the garbanzo beans.
MICHAEL CANNON is Distinguished
Service Professor Emeritus of Hisroty at the
University ofFlorida.

-

rw GARBANZO
Spanish Bean Soup

SOPA

FLORIDA INDIANS:

1 pound garbanzos, soaked overnight
1 pound chorizo sausages, thinly sliced
4 medium potatoes, diced
½ pound salt pork, diced
I Tablespoon of pepper
2 teaspoons of saffron
8 cups water
Drain beans, rinse, and put back in large kettle.
Add water and spices. In skillet, fry salt pork
and onions until brown. Drain, then add to
kettle. Simmer for 2 hours. Add potatoes and
sausage and simmer 45 minutes.

"Their ordinary diet consists of porridge which they
make of corn with ashes [lye hominy], pumpkins,
beans which they califrijales, with game and fish
from the rivers and lakes.. .]hcir only drink is warez
and they do not touch wine or rum. Their greatest
luxury is [a drinkj which they make from a weed that
grows on the seacoast, which they cook and drink hot
and which they call cazina. It becomes very bitter and
is worse than beer, although it does not intoxicate
them and is beneficial."
-Excerpt from a letter written in 1675 by Bishop Gabriel
Daz Vara Calderón of Cuba, to Queen Mariana of Spain
following his visit to Franciscan missions in Florida.

-Mag Smith Hall, Flavor, ofSt Augx.o*ne:
An Historic Cookbook

"The Indians, in their widely varying languages and dialects, gave corn different
names, but all meant the same, ‘Our L4fe. "-Joan Adams Wiçkham, Food Favorites of St. Augustine
--0
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SOME OF THE AUTHENTIC CUISINES AVAILABLE IN MIAMI:

ITTLE HAVANA,
Miami’s best-known Cuban
neighborhood, is becoming
less and less Cuban every
day. A drive down the main street,
Calle Otho Southwest Eighth
Street, reveals Honduran, Argentine,
Nicaraguan, and other restaurants
and snack bars that reflect the new
immigration patterns brought about
by wars or economic necessity.
With new Latin American arrivals
all the time, many nationality-driven
restaurants are opening not only on
Calle Ocho but all over Miami. And
each is obliged to serve "authentic
and traditional" dishes. There is no
question that as any immigrant group
begins to assimilate, one of the last
cultural linchpins to disappear is its own
traditional cooking. Food is a way of
keeping "home" Close to one’s heart.
This is evident in my own family.
My three-year-old grand nephew Clive’s
favorite dish is black beans and rice.
He identifies himself as Cuban-5’o soy
cubano ‘-discounting that his father,
my nephew, was born in the United
States, that his mother is British, and
that he lives in London.
The truth is that many Cubans still
eat for nostalgia. Those of us who came
from Cuba in the Sixties still eat as we
did in the Fifties. The first generation
of Cuban Americans was brought up
with the same traditional flavors and
tastes, and popular restaurants cater to
that culinary nostalgia. They continue
offering plain dishes: black beans, white
rice, roast pork, and a variety 0f root
vegetables, often fried. Similarly, the
restaurants 0f the more recent arrivals
from other Latin countries serve their
own authentic cuisine. See list at right.

L

Cuban: Spanish immigration into Cuba continued into the
late 1950s, so the influence of Spanish cuisine on Cuban dishes
is considerable. You’ll detect this influence in the heavy soups,
hearty stews, and many grain and legume dishes that would otherwise seem out
of place in the native cuisine of a tropical island. Cuban meat dishes-usually
pork, beef, or chicken-are often flavored with sour oranges, garlic, and spices,
and are always served with black beans the national dish, white rice, and
plantains.

r

Nicaraguan: Nicaragua is famous for beef dishes of all kinds
and for its gab pinto, similar to the Cuban congris, for which
red beans and rice are cooked together. The end result is quite
different from the better-known Caribbean version of black beans and rice
known as morosy cristianos. Creators of the Tres Leches dessert, they can rest on
their laurels.

I

Argentinean: Lean, Argentine-raised beef is world famous for
its deep, meaty flavor. Owing to large-scale Italian immigration
-to Argentina, many Argentine restaurants have an Italian flair.
The meal starts with an antipasto, followed by pasta, then moves on to grilled
meat accompanied by any of a variety of large salads. After a pause, dessert that
involves duke ek leche candied milk in some form or another, is consumed.
Love 0f this sweet has moved north: Dulce de leche is one 0f the top-selling
Häagen-Dazs ice-cream flavors in the United States.
Brazilian: The cuisine of Brazil combines African dishes and
vegetables, and there is an indelible Portuguese influence.
The food boldly recalls West Africa in its use of dende orange
palm oil, malagueta peppers, and coconut milk; and it recalls Portugal in the
lingwiça sausage and kale used in hearty soups. There is also the tradition of the
rodezio, in which meats of all sorts and styles come to the table skewered on
long swords in an endless parade of delicacies. Rodezio-type restaurants also
display enormous buffets of salads, vegetables, and other seemingly unrelated
side dishes.
root

Chilean: Spanish influences mingle with those of the native
Mapuche Indians in Chilean cuisine, which has also been
influenced by other European cultures-namely Irish and
German-through immigration. Given Chile’s 3,000 miles of coastline, it’s
not surprising that fish and shellfish are dietary staples; and a mild climate and
gentle topography mean plenty of vegetables and fruits, too. One of the most
delicious dishes in the Chilean repertoire is pastel de chock, a casserole of fresh,
tender, creamy, ground corn, ground beef, and roast chicken.

Black Beans and Rice
A version of black beans and white rice is known

as ,norosycristianosMoors and Christians.
a reference to the nany baffles on the Iberian
peninsula between the dark-skinned Moors and the
hght-skinned Christians. In this dish, the spiced
beans and rice are cooked together. It is a popular
combination, but not to be confused with cooked
black beans served over white rice.
VlSI flahum.orthecipes - ‘r the reciJ

- - --

Potatoes have grown in Peru in infinite variety since
the days of the Incas, and the indigenous potato remains a
staple in the diet of residents 0f the high-sierra Andes. Papas
a La huancaIna combines boiled potatoes with a zesty cheese and chili sauce;
causa limena is a combination of mashed potatoes, shrimp, olives, cheese, yuca
cassava or manioc root, and hard-boiled eggs. These dishes combine the
ancienrpapa with ingredients like cheese and olives, unknown in the Americas
before the Spanish conquest.
4

-VIvIANA
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Francisco Falcon, a Cuban, sells fruit along the
sidewalk of Calle Ocho in 2002.

But at the high end of the Miami
restaurant spectrum-haute cuisinesome celebrity cheft have been credited
with creating New World Cuisine, or
Nuevo Latino, or Fusion Cuisine. This
is a "cuisine" that combines elements
of various culinary traditions while not
fitting especially into any of them. For
example, this could include cooking
tuber vegetables or treating tropical
fruits using classic French techniques.
Calling fusion cuisine "new,"
however, is just wrong. Over rime,
all cuisine eventually evolves, adapts
and adopts. Geography, availability of
ingredients, cultural influences, and
change and innovation are a constant.
Experimenting is natural and what is
good, tasty, pleasant survives; what is
not is discarded, a culinary survival-ofthe-fittest, if you will.
Fusion cuisine in the Americas
started when one of Columbus’s sailors
cooked his dry cod, a staple on long
voyages, with an addition of ajis hot
peppers and tomatoes, and sopped it
up with casabe manioc bread. Five
hundred years later, this cultural mix of
foods, aporreao de bacalao, is still eaten,
although it’s more likely to be sopped
up with French bread than casabe.
This kind of interchange of
foodstuffs has a long, long history.
Indeed, sometimes it’s difficult to
determine which foods are traditional
to which cultures. For example,
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traditional Italian cooking relies heavily
on pasta Chinese noodles and tomato
native to Central America.
According to Raymond Sokolov, a
scholar in the field, "within fifty years
[of Columbus’s discovery] the Spanish
had established full-scale European
agriculture in the West Indies, Mexico,
Peru, and the Caribbean coast of South
America." The Spanish also opened
trade with China from their base in the
Philippines, and the fun continued.
The Spanish-speaking Caribbean
islands all now have similar cuisine as
derived from native ingredients and
marked heavily by the African and the
Spanish ingredients and methodology.
There is a dish made using mashed
cooked plantains with the addition
of a smattering of pork cracklings
that changes its name and some of its
characteristics from island to island.
In Cuba it is known asfrfii, in Puerto
Rico as mofingo, and in the Dominican
Republic as mangzi-certainly all
African voices.
The English and the French
Caribbean islands have their own
unique influences. In Jamaica, for
instance, the "native" ackee fruit
combined with salted codfish
becomes stamp andgo, the breakfast
of choice. However, the ackee,
whose scientific name is Blighia
sapi4 was brought to the island from
Tahiti by Captain Bligh himself.
Because of the natural progression
of intercultural exchanges, such
adaptations of foodstuffs morph into
a new set of rules. The very Mexican
quesadilla would have stayed a corn
tortilla filled with grasshoppers and
other bugs regular diet for the Aztecs
instead of becoming a soft flour tortilla
filled with luscious cheese and topped
with silky sour cream from cattle first
brought to the Americas by Spain.
Today that quesadilla maybe elevated
with the addition of duck breast or
an infusion of basil, morphing it into
something contemporary and elegant.
But is it fusion or natural progression,
or just refinement?
Granted, today in South Florida
we pretty much only see this in
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high-priced restaurants that can afford
cheft with great technique and years of
experience. We have quite a few cheft
practicing what is without question
"author’s cuisine," their very own creative
dishes employing native ingredients and
European techniques, vice versa, or a
combination 0f both, blending at will to
create something new.

But the traditional "ethnic" foods
in Miami have not blended, have not

"fused." You will find Cuban dishes
in a Nicaraguan restaurant but not
Nicaraguan dishes in a Cuban restaurant;
nor will you find the Venexuelan arepas
a type of corn cake served with the
Cuban white rice and black beans,
But even so, that would not be fission;
it would not be blending one cuisine
with another; it would only be one
traditional dish accompanied by another.
Desserts, however are an exception
and are served interchangeably. The
Nicaraguan Tres Leches-a pound cake
soaked in a combination of condensed,
evaporated, and whole milk-is
available just about anywhere as is
the creamy Cuban version 0f flan.
In any place else in the country,
people might not know if ethnic food
was prepared correctly; but in Miami,
people know. Here you can eat authentic
dishes from all over the Americas without
leaving your own backyard.
VJVIANA CARBALLO

most recent

book is

Havana Salsa: Stories and Recipes. She earned
the prestigious Grand Diplo’me at the Cordon

B/eu in Paris, has traveled extensively and has
studied regional cuisine in Spain. Born and
raised in Cuba, she now lives in Miami.
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By Cnius SHERMAN

HINK CHOCOLATE, pumpkin, quince,
smoke, and saffron. Those are some of the
flavors accenting the creations of Florida’s
newest generation of South American chefs.
The tastes-deeper and richer than the more familiar
Latin flavors of garlic, chilies, lime, and cilantro-can be
discovered in Miami’s high-end restaurant rows from South
Beach to Coral Gables and Ocean Drive. And slowly they’re
showing up on menus elsewhere in Florida.
The chocolate of the Aztecs and of the Puebla moles is
now the namesake 0f two Miami restaurants started a few
years ago by South American chefs. And there are a dozen
more places where chefs from Peru, Argentina, Venezuela,
Haiti, Costa Rica, and Puerto Rico give ancestral flavors eyepopping presentation at four-star prices.
At his restaurant, Chocolate, Luis Vidal of Argentina
shaves chocolate over salads as if it were Parmesan cheese and
uses it to flavor pasta stuffed with chicken and raisins. At
Cacao, Edgar Leal from Venezuela saves the sweet purity 0f
chocolate for the end of the meal and fills the main courses

FLORIDA

with the flavors of black mint and dark brown stews like
those braised in peasant pots over the centuries.
The inclusion 0f chocolate is a delicious example 0f the
authenticity and elegance in Miami’s Spanish cooking. It is
as humble as cornmeal, as ancient as the quinoa cereal of the
Andes, and as dramatic as pumpkin foam.
Yes, foam. A light, bubbly cream in which this old
squash has been emulsified to pure nutty flavor, one of
many foams around town. They are a signature trick of the
mad genius of Spanish cuisine, Barcelona’s Ferran Adriá,
who has been an inspiration for two decades to the new
generation of chefs.
"He does some great things, and some are too crazy,"
says Leal, one of several Miami chefs who have worked
at Adria’s legendary El Bulli, his gourmet mecca outside
Barcelona. At Cacao, Leal makes a foam of familiar and
beloved black beans but resists odd combinations. "We do
not like to make things up. We want to change around form
but not flavor."
The change in high-end Latin cuisine comes not from
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PAIN IS ONCE AGAIN A GREAT INFLUENCE on
cuisine in high-end Miami restaurants. The new style 0f
Spanish cooking, shaped by chefi Arzak and Berasategui
and refined by Adriá, goes by various names: cocina do
vangssardia vanguardist, moderna modern,
contempordnea
contemporary, and cocina del mercado from the market. The
name most favored by cheft is cocina do autor author’s cuisine.
It can take various forms and methods and has created its
own language; the only requirement is that it be good. Technology
and technique play an important part in the new style; and that
sensitvitc that sense of aesthetics, is now the dominant strain
affecting many young chefs all across the United States and Latin
America.
The process some chefs use to tap their own inventiveness can
actually be classified. For example:

S

INSPIRATION
A creative method that consists of taking a point of reference,
be it related to gastronomy, art, nature, music, a color, or anything
that inspires, to create a new dish. This may be something that will
jog a culinary memory to inspire a new preparation of the central
element. For example, coconut pairs well with coffee; coconut
pairs well with passion fruit; therefore, coffee would pair well with
passion fruit.

DECLINATION
This is a sort 0f minimalism expressed by various methods of
preparation of one sole ingredient; for example, pineapple in four

forms-grilled, sorbet, foam, gelatin-all served on one plate at
the same time. This transformation is often called a "texture" of
pineapple in this case.
D ECO N ST RU CTION
This is possibly the most recognizable of styles and the most
important. It consists of taking apart all the elements of one dish

and putting them together again with a modification of textures and
temperatures. The idea is to maintain the dish’s genes and personality.
For example, a mojito- a Cuban drink of rum, spearmint, sugar
and lime-has been translated into a dessert: a square of tender cake
soaked in lime syrup garnished with a tablespoon 0f spearmint ice
on top.

ASSOCIATION
This is based on tables of combinations of ingredients, certain
methods of preparation, and a variety of cooking techniquesmaking one element or ingredient the nexus between the others.
For example, paella becomes a combination of seafood placed in a
small bowl, a ladleftil 0f an intense seafood broth punctuated with
saffron poured over the seafood, and a small scoop of fried rice
placed on top.
-VIVIANA CARBALLO
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the teachings of Adriá or any single chef.
It is the product of a decade-long flood
of talent from the new progressive twoand three-star kitchens 0f Spain itself.
For years fine dining slumbered in
many Latin capitals. Chefs and diners
preferred stodgy Continental dishes
from France or Italy and spurned the
native ingredients and flavors 0f South
America. Miami, on the other hand,
offered the hemisphere’s ambitious
cooks a perfect stage, a booming
modern scene hungry for bold cooking
with a Latin accent.
The way was paved 20 years ago
by a few Miami chefs who wowed the
nation with a fiery fission of Latin,
Caribbean, and Euro styles. It was
California cooking gone tropical. They
were known as the Mango Gang-Allen
Susser, Norman Van Men, Douglas
Rodriguez, Robbin Haas, and Mark
Militello. Except for Rodriguez, who
grew up in Cuban Miami, none had
Latin heritages. Their knowledge came
from bold exploration, voracious
reading, and respectflil listening to their
immigrant staift. Their restaurants have
changed names and locations, but all are
still cooking strong.
The newest chefs have a native taste
for their cooking; they come from all
over the Americas, from Mexico and the
islands all the way down to the Pampas.
And they found a ready appetite
for their specialties. They calculated
correctly that U.S. diners, weaned on
sushi and curious about bite-sized tapas,
would love ceviche.
So Mexican entrepreneurs opened
Jagar Ceviche Spoon Bar, where two
bucks buys a spoonful of marinated
shrimp or swordfish spiked with rocottos
and serranos peppers. All-American meat
eaters shared the gauchos’ taste for beef,
which produced steakhouses under
various flags, Novecento of Uruguay,
Brazilian Chima, and numerous
Argentine parilhis grills.
"That’s Miami now, everyone
knows what aparillada is," Rodriguez
says, referring to the mixed grill of
steaks, sweetbreads, and sausages.

The largest serving of new cooking comes from
Argentina. The Argentine taste for Italian pasta dishes and
fine pastries shows up in French-style creperies and restaurants
like Graziano’s, with crisp linens and Argentine charcuterie
that could be in Paris bistros. Their FoodTV celebrity star is
Miami-born Michelle Bernstein, an ex-dancer who wowed
foodies at the Mandarin Hotel’s Azul Restaurant with
updated short ribs, turron almond candies, and Asian spices.
Today she runs Michy, where crispy old-fashioned ham
cr0queta puth dress up with bleu cheese and figs.
Peruvians used ceviche as a calling card that is as sexy as
sushi. The famed Nobu Marsuhisa, who now has a Miami
outlet himself, worked in Peru. Tambo is a sleek lounge and
ceviche bar in Coral Gables, with stony Inca walls and hip
owners who grew up in Limis Japanese community.
Progressive Peruvian Jean-Paul Desmaison now has
La Cofradia restaurants in Miami as well as in Lima; Lucia
Audibert created Ambrosia in Key West and now in Miami.
And Peruvian food now gets upscale presentation on the Gulf
Coast, in Sarasota. Latin chefs make ceviche sleek martini
flare at Selva Grill and The Table.
Under Carmen Gonzalez, Puerto Rican cooking in
Miami was elevated to rival nuevo Cuban. Wonderful fritters,
tart escabeches of fish, and garlicky moJbngo balls of plantains
got elegant white-tablecloth presentation at Carmen the
Restaurant, which was closed by a hotel fire last summer.
The list goes on. Willy Hernandez from the Dominican
Republic runs Caramelo, and Argentine pastry chef Maria
Frumkin has DUO in downtown Miami. Lorena Garcia
of Venezuela opened Food Café and now Elements in the
Design District, where the food ranges from Italian to
churrasco steaks with herbs and olive oil. Ronald Rigaud
and chef Jacques Emmanuel put joumou, Haiti’s treasured
pumpkin soup, on his gourmet menu.
Wherever they caine from or settle, the new chefs add
new style-and they share credit for a serious achievement.
Their decor is deeper, darker, softer, creamier, and gauzier
than the tropical rainbow colors seen in many older Latin
restaurants. Their dialect and service are cosmopolitanmatching their food, which is simply elevated, modernized
Spanish cooking. But beneath it all, they represent a
sociological advancement in the world of cuisine.
"Thirty years ago we were the dishwashers," says
Rodriguez. Today in Miami, Hispanic workers make up more
than 50 percent of all restaurant staffs-and that goes up
through the most creative and exclusive ranks.
Their new tables al50 reflect growing international
respect for Spanish cooking and make Miami one of
America7s great food cities, a don’t-miss station on the
global buffet.
CHRIS SHERMAN is thefood critiefor the St. Petersburg Times.
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I-L&nwc CELEBRATION
Haitian soap joumou Qoo-moo is a traditional,
thick soup made with pumpkin joumou, beef, and
rice. Haitians eat it each New Year’s Day to celebrate
the freedom they won from the French on that date in
1804. Until then, soup was a delicacy reserved for French
slaveholders. Haitian slaves were said to be limited to a
daily serving of one ounce of salted fish and a bottle of
lemonade. But after pushing out the Frcnch, the Haitians
celebrated their freedom by creating and publicly
consuming kettles full of the spicy golden soup.
This tradition continues in Florida’s Haitian
communities every Jan. 1, when the soup is enjoyed with
family and friends. But many North Miami restaurants
offer the popular dish on a regular basis. A recipe for
soup joumou can be found at: www.flahum.org/recipes
CHOCOLATE-COVERED HISTORY
The Latin name kr chocolate is Theobroma cacaoand theobroma translates as "food of the gods." Even
before the Europeans deified it, the Mayans and Aztecs
had anointed it as an aphrodisiac, and its legendary
powers did not evaporate as it crossed the Atlantic on
its way to reinvention in Europe. An officer serving
with [Spanish explorer] Hernando Cortds obserd the
Aztec emperor Montezuma, who had scores of wives,
drinking fifty flagons of chocolate a day [in about 1519].
The chocolate of these Mesoamerican civilizations was a
bitter-tasting drink made of ground cacao beans mixed
with a variety oflocal ingredients that could include
chiles, allspice berries, annotto seeds, and vanilla...
Given the dual roles of New World and Old in the
journey of chocolate, it’s emblematic that Christopher
Columbus was the first European to come into contact
with cacao. The date of this fateful meeting, most
likely in what is now Nicaragua, was August 15, 1502.
Columbus was on his fourth and final voyage to the
Americas, and in the way that he’d come upon the chile
pepper nine years earlier just as he was about to sail
back to Europe, he similarly stumbled upon chocolate
in the eleventh hour. The man certainly had a knack for
locating the goods.
-Norman Van Aken, New World Kitchen
Van Allen is one of Miami’s "Mango Gang" of theft who flue
Latin, Caribbean, and Euro styles.
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N THE SOUTH, WE LOVED TO EAT; we even loved to talk about eating.
But food meant more than daily sustenance. A hearty appetite symbolized good
manners. A f1ll refrigerator meant prosperity. With a dish in your hand you
passed through anyone’s front door. Breakftist was grits, not hash browns, and
biscuits instead of toast. We ate liver or pork chops smothered tender in gravy as often
as we ate scrambled eggs.
Between meals, kids shelled pecans and drank Coke with peanuts that made salty
foam when we put our thumb in the hole and shook the bottle hard. We might end up
stuffed and getting sleepy-eyed, and the older folks might be "freling poorly"; but let
someone come knocking on the door, and everyone perked up like Lazarus from the
dead and the saliva flowed again. Something was always on the stove or
the ‘cebor
to put out for the welcome visitor. And of course the gues
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Sometimes nowadays I get so discouraged about the
minefields 0f hatred in this country that Continue to lie
in wait for those who dare to cross racial and ethnic lines.
My heart Can ache over an incident, especially in the New
South, where so much movement forward has been made
from so far back. Then I meet some other weary southern
travelers-perhaps munching herring, meat patties, or
frijoles-and we talk ourselves out of the misery and
trouble by swapping tales about some of our mote savory
times when we were young.
In my Jacksonville neighborhood, we
fresh
ate
turnips with the plump white
roots, sweet mustards, boiled collards,
stringed snap beans, and shelled peas
cooked with the fat, knuckle, or muscle
of a pig. We took rough cuts of beef
and made them stew down and simmer
long. Dinner was at one o’clock; supper
was at six. We sipped "pot likker" from
the vegetables, sopped up with a few
slices of "light bread."
Parties were crab boils with tables
covered with old newspapers spread
out as plates, and chicken and ribs
grilled on a rack laid over a hole in
the backyard. We southern children
knew that mother’s cooking was
always supposed to be the best, but
everybody else’s deserved to at least
be sampled. We were brought up to
be good guests. We knew to smack
our lips with appreciation, moan
with delight after every other bite, and ask for two or
three helpings of food. It was nothing to drop by a friendly
home with just an appetite and expect to leave with a big
bowl 0f leftovers.
Alone at our family table, we practiced peculiar social
graces. As soon as I was big enough to sit there, I was taught
how to mash clumps of fish caught by my grandfather
between my thumb and fingers before I ate it to find any
bones that might stick in my throat. A chunk of cornbread
was nearby for me to chew quickly if I missed one, followed
by a sip of milk to wash it down.
Underneath the meat on the plate was white ricealways a dinner staple and bought in bulk, not by the
pound. I do not remember being formally taught how to
cook rice, but I learned that the key was to stir it during the
simmering, but not too much because it was supposed to
stay flaky and moist.
When my mother reestablished contact with a first
cousin she had not seen since her childhood, the relative
traveled from her home in Washington, D.C., tojacksonville
for a weekend reunion. In fewer than eight hours after the
cousin’s arrival, the women had gone grocery shopping,
cooked, and eaten three times. Over dessert they planned
the menu for the next morning’s breakfast.
Even now, years later, they still reminisce in detail
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about the food they bought but did not eat. As I get
older, I bristle at my mothers reminder to "keep up your
weight." "Thinness in old age makes you 100k sickly and
underfed," she says. In rebellion, I keep my refrigerator
and cupboards sparsely stocked with low-calorie, low-fat
foods. But every so often, when I feel in need of a respite,
I sneak in some Food for the soul.
More than likely, however, what I have a taste
for is something exotic, like the jambalaya I tasted
for the first time in college at a pot luck dinner party.
The people on the guest list
came from places I had
only heard of on television
and in the movies or had
occasionally read about in
books: Belgium, New Delhi,
Caracas, Stockholm, as well
as other parts of the United
States. Most of the faces were
new to me. We all had been
instructed to bring something
to share. I can still hear my
unguarded laughter and the
mix 0f accents as I sampled the
centerpiece on the table: a dish
new to me called jambalaya.
A door cracked open, and
when I got a peek at new food
combinations beyond what I had
been seeing, my eyes clung to the
vision hungrily. As the party guests
took turns spooning out portions,
we shared poignant memories of
our childhoods and other comfort f00d5 we had enjoyed.
The recollections were as sweet as the tender chunks
of onion and as sharp as the aromatic assault of the garlic
cloves. In the shadows cast by the candlelight, my friends’
multicolored faces almost paled in contrast to the red
swirls 0f tomato and the pink-tipped shrimp, the bold
green peppers, the firm, pink strips of ham, and the
brown, supple bacon. Aside from a little salt and pepper,
there was a pungent spice I could not identify. Thyme,
the hostess said. She wrote out the recipe, and the onedish jambalaya meal has been a part of my integrated life
ever since.
My husband and I often served jambalaya at our
dinner parties, and a houseful 0f friends would stop by
to savor it. They brought Greek salads, French desserts,
German beer, and Italian wine. We provided the jazz and
garlic bread. I make jambalaya once in a while now from
memory, but after I sample a couple of spoonfuls, I give
most 0f it away. For the next few days, I’m content just to
sit and savor the pungent smell of thyme.
KITTY OLIVER is a veteran South Florida writer, diversity
researcher, and oral historian. This artide is an excerpt from her
book, Multicolored Memories of a Black Southern Girl.
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Nochebuena
Christmas Eve
B

FERDLE PACHECO

he citizens 0f Thor City celebrated Christmas
Eve above all holidays. Christmas itself was not a
big celebration, because in the early days 0f Thor
City’s history the celebrants were mostly poor. Toys
under the tree were rare. Practical gifts were more common: a
shirt, some underwear, or socks.
By the time chosen for the scene 0f this painting on
facing page, the late 1930s, the religious aspect of the
Christmas feast had vanished, a direct result 0f the Spanish
Civil War. The Catholic Church had sided with Franco and
the Nationalists, who were Fascists, and so Loyalists shunned
religious festivities.
When I was a boy, my parents and I lived with my
grandfather Gusravo Jimenez, the Spanish consul in Tampa.
By the mid-l 930s, Nochebuena Christmas Eve had become
the biggest holiday of the year. On this night all of Thor City
became a vast banquet hail. The citizens prepared all week,
and when the dining started, all doors were open to anyone
to visit and partake. It was a glorious night for the family, and
especially for the children.
To begin with, we were allowed to stay up with the adults
until ten o’clock, when the dining began, and in actuality
we might stay up until we could not hold our eyes open any
longer. We could stay in the dining room while the men of the
family, "well in their cups," spun their hilarious and sometimes
off-color stories. We could eat anything on the table, and eat as
much as we wanted. This alone stamped the night as unusual
and made it memorable.
The preparations for Nochebuena began a week prior.
For months, families saved their money to buy luxuries and
ingredients for cooking a proper meal: extra-virgin olive oil
from Sicily, the proper bell pepper, garlic, paprika, pimentos,
and spices 0f the Caribbean. Every type of turrôn a nougat

T

candy made only at Christmas-hard with almonds in a bricklike loafor 50ft in an almond paste-and every type of succulent
fruit was found in abundance, as were assortments 0f excellent
bakery products and the obligatory fian, an egg custard in a
heart-shaped mold.
My painting attempts to capture the uniqueness 0f the
night, the sense ofgustatory splendor, the warm feeling of family
gathered around, and the sense of high occasion. All over Thor
City the scene was the same. Families who were undergoing
hard financial times, or who had recently arrived from the old
country, were taken in. It is safe to say that on Nochebuena in
Thor City of the Thirties, no one went hungry or was left out.
Another thing that never varied was the menu. In SpanishCuban homes the main attraction was the pig. Cubans bought
live pigs, slaughtered them in the back yard, and then cooked
them over an open fire. Spaniards usually roasted two hams in
the oven, but the result was the same. I saw a live pig butchered
once, and it ruined my Nochebuena dinner that year. To this
day I still don’t feel too great about cutting chunks 0f pork 0ff
a carcass.

It took all day to cook a pig on a spit in the backyard. Men
took turns turning it and basting it with a large brush doused in
mo/a sauce. Mojo made the difference. It is made in a gallon jug
with sour orange juice, garlic, onions, salt, and extra-virgin olive
oil. It requires hours of patience to baste a pig properly.
Meanwhile, my grandmother Carmen and my mother,
Chelo, both master chefs, attacked the rest of the menu. The
defining dish was black beans and white rice. The beans took
rime to prepare. First, you hand-picked the beans on the white
porcelain kitchen table. The kids rook part in this. We picked
our the small stones, pebbles, twigs, and inadequate beans. This
task was taken with great seriousness and made us feel as if we
were a part of the kitchen process.

The Christmas Eve feast
In this scene of a joyous 1939 Christmas Eve in Tampis Yhor City, artist Ferdie Pacheco captures the dramatic entrance
the women as they bring in the feast-usually a triumphant moment when they receive praise and attention. But something
unusual is happening in this scene: The local bagpiper has stopped by at that same moment to play a tune. There is much
surprise and amusement at this "delightful confhsion."
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The beans were then soaked all night. Just the right
amount of onions and green peppers were sautéed in the
fine extra-virgin olive oil of Sicily. Crushed oregano, ground
cumin, bay leaf, and garlic were then added to the mixture,
and the simmering began. An occasional but light stirring
ensured that the beans remained separate and did nor stick
together. Later, salt and pepper were added and the covered
beans cooked slowly over a low heat until they were tender
and done. Meanwhile the white rice also required expert
attention, for it must be served piping hot and each kernel
of rice must be dry and individual, not soppy or stuck
together. White rice was served with black beans on top, then
a sprinkling of chopped onions. The plantains were fried just
at the moment of serving.
The meal began with soups: caldo gallego white bean,
versada greens, or fabada bean and sausage. Chicken was
the main dish, roasted in a sauce made of lemon, olive oil,
and garlic and served with oven-browned potatoes. This was
especially prevalent in Cuban households, whereas Spaniards
sometimes preferred a whole red snapper escabeche, and the
Italians liked to serve fish and a pasta dish.
In homes with a little more financial leeway, there was
turkey, too. Bowls 0f mashed potatoes and candied yams,
Cuban yucca, rnainmay, pldtanos, zapote, and rare vegetables of
the Caribbean were served as side dishes.
Finally, dessert after dessert was placed on the table, along
with expresso and a bottle of cognac. And then the stories
would begin.
This painting captures the great culinary variety just
described, as well as the sense I always had of the magical
transformation 0f our entire house into a restaurant. Tables
and dishes were set up for the kids and relatives, and
unexpected visitors sometimes ate out on the front porch
swing or on the stoop.
With the family gathered around, the most dramatic
moment was always the entrance of the food. The women have
been cooking all week, and it is their moment to be praised
for the excellence and abundance of the table. I have painted
my grandmother Carmen with the pork; my wife, Luisita she
wasn’t born yet, but an artist can put in his painting anyone
he chooses, with the turkey; and my mother, Chelo, with the
olla pot of black beans.
However, if you look closely you will see that this painting
also captures an unusual occurrence: This moment of culinary
triumph has been ruined by the entrance of the bagpiper.
El Gaitero was the only man in Thor City who could play a
bagpipe, and he went from house to house, playing a song in
each. In this case, he comes at a bad moment, diverting all the
attention away from the ladies.
In the foreground of the painting, one of my uncles has

already had enough to drink, and it has put him to sleep. He
has been reading La Gaceta, which gloomily predicts a strike
in the cigar factories for the next day. But, since the next day
is Christmas and the factories are all closed anyway, it appears
that the headline is facetious.
Next to the dozing uncle, I have placed myself as a
bemused observer of the scene. I have snared the jug of sangria,
and my 13-year-old view 0f the delightful confusion caused
by the unexpected entrance 0f El Gaitero is that 0f a typical
teenager, laughing at his family’s awkward predicament.
The lector is so surprised by the piper’s entrance that he
rises. The consul applauds the arrival, and the captain roars his
approval. Even the guitarist seems startled by the noise of El
Gaitero’s arrival.
By the late 1 930s, the time for the setting of this painting,
the economic picture had brightened. The Great Depression
was lifting and we were even putting up Christmas trees.
The Christmas tree was an American touch, and Thor
City folks competed with one another to make elaborate
displays. In our house one year, we had a tree that covered
the entire end 0f the room. Under the tree was the nativity
scene, beautifully carved wooden figurines from Spain. What
was more, my parents had fashioned a winter wonderland of
a mountain with a tunnel. A toy train ran through the tunnel
and then emerged to take a sharp turn around the lake, which
was made from a full-sized bathtub. On the lake, tiny boats
zipped back and forth, propelled by bits of sodium. There were
also candle boats, which were really beautiful when the room
was made dark and all the little colored lights and the light
0f the candles shone on the still lake. The pièce k resistance
was the train coming out of the tunnel: a light in every car,
small puffs 0f smoke from the locomotive, and a tiny whistle,
which sounded periodically. We won a city prize for this special
display, and I think my family shot its bolt on that one, for we
never had another tree of that magnitude again.
In this painting, an ample Christmas tree represents our
assimilation into the American culture. On the wall hangs the
Stars and Stripes, and beside it hangs the red-yellow-red-purple
flag of Spain’s Loyalist government.
The unusual quality 0f a special night like Nochebuena
stays with me, because during the Great Depression everything
was scarce; but at this one time of the year we experienced the
wonder of abundance and a sense of profound happiness. Of
the many things I miss about 0ld Thor City, Nochebuena is the
one most precious and dear to me.
FERDIE PACHECO, ceiebrated artist/historia n/writer, has also been
afamily physician and boxing commentator and was widely known as

MuhammadAli’s ‘Fight Doctor. " This article is an excerptfrom Fertile
Pacheco’s Art of Thor City.
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Y MOST CHERISHED MEMORIES
0f growing up just outside of Miami have

little to do with South Florida’s worldfamous beaches and a lot to do with its
food. And what I remember most is the treasured Florida
delicacy that smiles at you on a plate like Lewis Carroll’s
Cheshire cat-the stone crab.
Once a month, on our way home from visiting
relatives on Marco Island, my family stopped in Everglades
City and bought a sack 0f stone crab daws. Once home,
my father lit his Weber grill, threw on some sirloin steaks,
and then tossed the crab claws into a pot of boiling water.
One Sunday a month, we gorged on steak and stone crab.
But I now realize there was much more to our meal
than memorable food. Those meals reflected our family’s
attempt to become one with the South Florida landscape.
My parents, who had migrated from Chicago, kept the
beef in theft diet as a culinary nod to the stockyards that
made the city famous in the 19th century The beef we
ate represented a staple for nearly all Midwesterners who
grew up in postwar America. The stone crab, however, was
exotic, foreign, and tropical-like Miami itself.
If eating is the best way to get to know a place, as
writer Michael Pollan contends, I don’t think there is a
better way to get to know South Florida than by consuming
the crustacean Menippe mercena,t As we ate that meal on
a back porch shaded by palm fronds and surrounded by
atemoyas, key limes, and Hamlin oranges, we assimilated
into our subtropical enviromnent by ingesting a food
we believed could only be procured there. Eating the
crustacean transported us far away from the monotonous
cornfields of Illinois and to the verdant landscape of the
Florida peninsula.
While my memories of eating stone crab begin on my
family’s back porch in Hialeah-the story for most other
residents and tourists of the region begins with Joseph
Weiss. He created what would become Joe’s Stone Crab,
the third-highest-grossing independent restaurant in
the United States and a landmark known by gourmands
worldwide. His saga goes something like this:
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Miami Beach existed as a dream
of real estate developers in 1913 when
Weiss, a poor Hungarian immigrant
suffering from asthma, came to
recuperate in the frontier outpost. To
support himself and his wife during his
recovery, he opened a stand that served
the finest fish the surrounding waters
had to offer. His Clients Consisted largely
of the growing number of tourists who
invaded the area every winter.
Joe’s stand supported him
Comfortably. In 1918 Joe and his wife
bought a bungalow and set up tables
on the front porch. Then, in 1921,
his fortune arrived in the form of an
odd-looking crustacean with massive
claws that dwarfed the rest of its body.
An employee of the Miami Beach
Joe and Jennie Weiss above are shown in about 1918 in front of their Miami Beach restaurant.
Aquarium brought Weiss a basket of
these strange-looking creatures and
have their history intact. This makes eating their succulent
asked if he knew how to cook them. Never one to miss an
flesh all the more enjoyable.
opponunity Weiss tossed rhem into boiling water and then
The simplicity ofWeiss’s yarn, however, masks a more
plopped their steaming, meaty Claws on a paper plate along
complex beginning of stone crab consumption in both
with some mustard sauce, hash brown potatoes, and cole slaw. Florida and the southern United States. In 1884, nearly
a half-century before Weiss made his discovery, a worker
Word got around about the sweet taste of rhe crab meat, said
for the U.S. Bureau of Fisheries reported that people were
by some to be more delectable than lobster. Soon, tourists
flocked to Joe’s shack like seagulls ro a scrap of food. South
eating stone crab up and down the Eastern Seaboard-from
Florida’s legendary regional delicacy was born.
Raleigh, N.C., to Key West. He described a species of crab in
This captivating tale appears regularly in regional
the Carolinas whose "large claws furnish most of the edible
magazines, cookbooks, and in any literature about Joe’s
meat.. .they contain, and which is said to be more lobster-like
Stone Crab-and for good reason. The setting and the cast
in texture and flavor" than blue crab. In Charleston, S.C., "a
of characters could be straight out of Brothers Grimm. Joe
great many stone crabs are brought to market," he reported.
Weiss symbolizes the American dream; he hoped simply
But these facts mattered little to the throngs who visited
to recover from a debilitating case of asthma. He not only
Weiss’s restaurant and left with the South Florida legend in
recovered; he opened what would become one of the most
their heads. As columnist Bruce Henry noted in a 1939 issue
successful restaurants in the world. The account also glorifies
of Esquire, Warren Harding, Al Capone, and Will Rogers
South Florids fecund environment, and it places Miami
were "stone crab eaters all, the nucleus of what was to become
Beach at the epicenter of this grand culinary achievement.
probably the most exclusive group of trenchermen in the
world. They came, they ate, they went away to tell others, and
At the beginning 0f the 21st century, when consumers
increasingly want to know the
Joe [Weiss] prospered." What they told to others was Joe’s
origins of their food, stone crabs
story-a story that has become folklore, creating a regional
cuisine that links a food to a unique cultural and geographic
environment at a particular place in time.
As South Florida’s population exploded following
World War II, earing stone crabs became a rite of passage
for the hoards descending upon the area. It became a way to
acculturate into this new environment. One would assume
that this novelty would wear oW given that most of these
rransplants still subscribed to the homogeneous meat-andpotatoes American cuisine and that stone crabs contain very
little nutritional value. But even after the infrastructure was
in place to bring Idaho potatoes, Iowa corn, and Great Plains
beef to South Florida, there was the delight in creating a
culture with things that were exotic to the rest of America.
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Similarly, Hialeah’s
famous racetrack
imported flamingos
from the Bahamas to
give the place a "true"
Florida feel.
Wrote the
Brousard News in
1955: "Visiting
South Florida
without dining at
Joe’s [Stone Crab] is
like going to a movie
and not seeing the
picture." One could
visit the area, but to
become a cultural
insider one must
consume stone crabs.
The sign at Joe’s Stone Crab Restaurant, in 2004.
But South
Florida’s hunger
for stone crabs had unintended consequences. During the
1 960s, local stocks of stone crab plummeted and prices rose.
During that decade, the annual stone-crab harvest tripled
from 500,000 pounds to nearly 1.5 million pounds. Even as
early as the 1940s, there were worries about the diminishing
numbers of stone crabs. Back then, writer Damon Runyon, a
part-time Miami Beach resident and stone crab lover, noted,
"Since the Winter visitors got on to the stone crab.. - the
crustaceans have hecome scarce and costly. They now sell by
the karat." Runyon’s solution to the dilemma: "A certificate of
at least four years residence in [Miami]-Dade County should
be required of every person desiring stone crabs."
Luckily, a solution to this problem came about naturally.
Fishermen had discovered in the 1950s that stone crabs,
like all decapods, can regenerate lost limbs. This proved
particularly important for the stone crab since irs meat and
therefore its economic value lay primarily in its oversized
claws. Fishermen began harvesting only the claws and
throwing the crabs back in the water.
Then in 1969, to protect the crustacean from fishing
pressure, the state of Florida established a stone-crab season.
The state outlawed the harvesting of stone crabs from May
15 to October 15. The reason: Stone crabs both spawned and
regenerated limbs more quickly when water temperatures
reached their summertime highs.
But it would be a mistake to credit only a heightened
environmental consciousness for the institution of the sevenmonth stone-crab season that begins in October. Perhaps
more significantly, that timing coincided with Florida’s
tourist season. Joe’s, which served more than half0f all stone
crab caught in Florida waters, catered primarily to the tourists
who came down to Miami in the winter. During Miamfs
steamy summers, business was so slow that Joe’s closed. In
many ways, then, it was the seasonal nature of business at
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Joe?s that led to the creation of the stone-crab season still in
place today.
The annual reopening ofJoe’s every October became
an anticipated and celebrated occasion. "For four decades
the seasonal debut ofJoe’s Stone Crab has been both a
gastronomic and social event," trumpeted The Miami Daily
Newsin 1954.
As the state population continued to increase during
thel97Os and ‘80s, so did the desire for the sweet meat
of the stone crab. By 1990, more than 4 million people
called South Florida home. In that same year, the stonecrab harvest reached its all-time high; crabbers harvested
2.5 million pounds of stone crab from Florida waters,
But the off-season allowed the crustacean to thrive even
with increased fishing in Biscayne, Florida, and Tampa
bays-the environments most suitable for the stone crab’s
oyster-eating livelihood.
A watershed in the history of stone-crab consumption
came in 2000 when the first 3,000 pounds of stone crab
were loaded onto a jet bound for Chicago’s O’Hare Airport.
Joe’s had flown stone crabs all over the world before, but
this shipment was different: It was bound for Joe’s Steak,
Seafood, and Stone Crab on Grand Street in downtown
Chicago. For years, the Weiss family had entertained offers
to franchise their landmark restaurant in other cities. But
it took a family friend to convince them that the time and
place were right: Restaurateur Richard Melman, founder
0f Lettuce Entertain You Enterprises, a Chicago-based
restaurant group
specializing in
concept and theme
restaurants.
"New York City
doesn’t have one.
Los Angeles doesn’t
have one," wrote Pat
Bruno, food critic
for the Chicago Sun
Times. "But Chicago
has one-a Joe’s
Stone Crab-and I
am impressed. For all
of you foodies in love
with the legendary
Joe’s Stone Crab
in Miami, you can
save the plane fare.
Just head over to
the corner of Rush
Charles Mink, father of the author of this article,
and Grand." Four
is shown at Joe’s Stone Crab Restaurant in I 984
during a celebration of his wife’s birthday.
years later, Melman
opened a second
restaurant in Las Vegas.
remember the first time I read about the expansion
ofJoe’s Stone Crab into Chicago and Las Vegas. I was
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appalled. What’s next: Wrigley Field
on South Beach? Yet after some
rumination, I realized that stone
crabs never existed as a foodstuff
unique to the environment of South
Florida anyway. Decades before Joe
Weiss supposedly plucked the ugly,
mammoth-clawed crustacean from
gastronomic obscurity, people up
and down the seaboard were eating
stone crabs. But South Floridians
latched on to the stone crab because
it represented something much more
than simple calories; it became a
symbol and metaphor for the region.
For tens of millions of tourists, recent
transplants, and now gourmands in
Chicago and Las Vegas, stone crabs
are South Florida.
NICOLAAS MINK isa historian offood
and culture at the University ofWisconsin,
Madison. For the stone craM Jiillstoy see his

essay "Selling the Storied Stone Crab, "in the
fall 2006 issue ofGastronomica: Journal of
Food and Culture published by University
of Ca4fbrn in Press.
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A Recipe for Lite

the heels of emancipation. African Americans saw fit to
hand together as a unified body. Belonging to a League
meant pledging to share one’s resources for the survival of
the group and the burial of the dead.
Today, each League annually hosts what they Call a

Mix thoroughly:
1 cup Kind Deeds

Turnout, an anniversary program to recruit new members

and to memorialize those who came before. Early fall
is Turnout season in communities around Cottondale,
Florida. One such group, Sunday Morning Band, dates
back to August 8, 1868. As part of the "marching in"
at the Turnout, band members strut in a procession. As
with most secret societies, everything from the colors they
wear to the trampling noise made by their feet has some
symbolic meaning.
They march from their lodge to a nearby church
sanctuary to witness a program with a lioll roster of gospel
singers, oral recitations, and a skit; other ritual activities
follow outdoors. In keeping with tradition, one Cottondale
band conveys its midday meal in cardboard boxes for a
dinner-on-the-ground. Various family groupings assemble
around their vehicles-not to tailgate. but to "hoodgate?’
The hoods of cars are heavily laden with food dishes.
There is a graveyard in close proximity to their eating
place. One cannot escape a sense of the ancestors also being
fed. As one participant said, "This is a day in which even
the animals rejoice because they too participate by eating
the leftovers." Even chitlins emerge as a culinary choice and
a testimony to those foods that transcend nourishment,
connecting with a cultural past.
In Tallahassee, Shooting Matches go hand-in-hand
with the Christmas Holiday, New Year’s Day, and now
Martin Luther King’s Birthday. At the traditional turkey
shoots, held each Dec. 26, locals listen to and play the bass
and snare drums. By custom, this cacophony of percussive
sound is the only music. Most agree these matches fill a
gap during the holidays for those who prefer to commune
around a bonfire with family and friends.
Traditionally on that day, landowners, like founder
George Henry sold a variety of soul food. Today, the
food booths still stand, lining a causeway where vendors
sell fried-fish sandwiches-usually whiting or mullet or
bream-without managing to duplicate kinds. Most of the
fi5h is caught and transported from the Gulf Coast, making
it a delicacy for those at the celebration.
Shooting Matches, however, are more than glorified
fi5h fries. Like the other fcstivc events featuring traditional
foodscapes, they make for conviviality in recognition 0f
ancestors and the taste palate ancestors left behind. In
this way, African Americans in the Panhandle celebrate
survival.
JERRJLYN McGREGORY is an associate proJèssor ofjblklore in the
English Department at Florida State University
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1 cup Consideration for Others
3 cups Forgiveness

2 cups well-beaten Faults
Add tears of Joy, Sorrow, and Sympathy
for others. Fold in 4 cups Prayer and Faith
to lighten other ingredients and raise the
texture to great heights of Christian Living.
After pouhng all this into your spirit, bake
well with the heat of Human Kindness and
serve with Love and a Smile.

r
Flora Mae Hunter, recipient
of the 1988 Florida Folk
Heritage Award

-Flora 4ae Hunter, Roni in the Kitchen, Plain and
FancyPlantation Firm
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Plaiting the maypole is enjoyed at festive outdoor celebrations in
the Panhandle at top. The Burial League ‘marching in’ ceremony is
a time.honored custom at bottom.
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gallons of water, and tons of
batteries. But, as that rotating
bl0h on the TV screen churns
ever closer, you realize that you haven’t
thought much about food. What if the
hurricane knocks out the power for
days? Even the thought of eating endless
cans of beans and tuna ties your stomach
in a knot. What should you do?
Enter The Storm Gourmet: A Guide
to Creating Extraordinaiy Meals Without
Electricity. This book, by Daphne
Nikolopoulos 0f West Palm Beach, tells
you what you need have in the pantry
and how prepare it so that you can eat
well for two weeks without electricity or
running water. It is packed with useful
information and includes pre-storm
shopping lists and post-storm recipes
that you might even want to use when
the weather is fair.

C.

y

t

2 garlic cloves, minced
1 Tablespoon fresh lemon juice
0/3

cup extra-virgin olive oil

2 Tablespoons red wine vinegar

breast
8 Tablespoons creamy peanut butter
¼ teaspoon chili oil
1 cup coconut milk

1 teaspoon dark soy sauce
2 teaspoons light brown sugar
2 Tablespoons fresh cilantro, chopped
cracked black pepper
2 cups puffed rice cereal

Garpacho in martini glass, above is a traditional
summer soup from Spain’s Andalusia region.

Here’s a taste:

GAZPACHO "MARTINIS"
I 4½-ounce can, petite-diced tomatoes

PEANUTY CHICKEN OVER
PUFFED RICE
12½ ounces 1 can premium thicken

GREEK-STYLE BEAN SALAD
Small cans ½ cup each of drained
green heans, small red or kidney beans
also rinse these, garbanzo beans, wax
beans, and cannellini beans
1½ teaspoons dried oregano
½ cup sweet onion, minced

In a martini shaker, combine peanut
butter, coconut milk, soy sauce, chili oil,
and brown sugar. Shake vigorously until
all ingredients are combined, ensuring
peanut butter is thoroughlyincorporated.
Place chicken in a medium-sized bowl.
Top with peanut sauce and toss to coat.
Spoon chicken mixture over puffed rice
cereal. Garnish with fresh cilantro and
season with cracked black pepper. Serve
immediately.

KEY LIME PIE
1 9-inch graham-cracker crust
14 ounce I can sweetened condensed
milk

½ teaspoon salt

¼ cup Key lime juice, fresh if available
¼ cup fresh lemon juice

½ teaspoon cracked black pepper

1 teaspoon unflavored gelatin

½ avocado, peeled, pitted, and cubed

½ cup fresh parsley, chopped
¼ cup extra-virgin olive oil

grated lime rind

Tabasco sauce

¼ cup fresh lemon juice

Combine tomatoes, garlic, lemon
juice, oil, vinegar, parsley, salt, and
pepper in a martini shaker. Shake
vigorously about 10 seconds. Pour into
martini glasses. Add Tabasco sauce to
taste. Garnish with avocado cubes. Serve
with breadsticks or Hatbread, if desired.

In a large bowl, combine beans, onion,
parsley, salt, and pepper. In small bowl
or cup, whisk oil, lemon, and oregano
until well blended mixture should
appear cloudy. Pour over bean mixture
and toss.

½ teaspoon salt
½ teaspoon coarsely ground black
pepper
1 Tablespoon dried parsley
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1 cup table cream’
Combine lime and lemon juices.
Sprinkle gelatin into limellemon mix
and stir well until gelatin is completely
dissolved. Stir this mixture into the milk
with a wire whisk until well blended.
Stir table cream to ensure it is smooth
and consistent. Fold cream into lime!
lemon-milk mixture and pour into
crust. Sprinkle grated lime rind on top,
if desired. Let stand at least one hour
to thicken. Found in the canned-milk
aisle; also known as media crema.
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The Storm Gourmet* Daphne Nikolopoulos
Featured in USA Today, and on CNN and The Weather Channel. You can eat well
during power outages, any emergency, or any time you are without power. Use this
book for quick, easy meals anytime, especially for camping or quick summer meals.
$9.95

Softcover * ISBN I-56164-334-36

a
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9 * 144 pages color insert

Florida Bounty Eric and Sandra Jacobs
The recipes are easy to follow, allowing even beginnen to create gourmet meals. Learn all about Floridds bounty of
ingredients. $8.95 . S,,lIcovcr ‘ISBN -56164-352-1 *6 x 9 * 144 pagn line illustrations
Exotic Foods * Marian Van Atta
Take advantage of year-round warm weather or your greenhouse and grow fruit trees, exotic vegetables, and rare
delights. $9.95’ Softcover * ISBN 1-56164-20 5-o6 x 9224 pagcs
The Mongo Mango Cookbook* Cynthia Thuma
Mouth-watering recipes that feature mangos in salads, meat and seafood dishes, desserts, and dunks.
$12.95 * Softcover ISBN 1-56I64-239-8’6 x 9 * 160 pages
The Mostly Mullet Cookbook’ George "Grif" Griffin
Grif Griffin is entirely enamored of Mugil cephalus, the striped or black mullet. He’s compiled dozens of recipes that
celebrate the mullet. $7.95 * Softcover’ ISBN I.56l64-I47-2 5½ x 8½ * 112 pages
Essential Catfish Cookbook Janet Cope and Shannon Harper
Full of mouth-watering recipes that call for succulent catfish and a variety of easy-to-find ingredients.
$8.95

.

Softcover ISBN 0-56064-201-0 * 6 x 9 * 144 pages

Mastering the Art of Florida Seafood * Lonnie Lynch
Cooking is fun, and Lonnie will show you how with suggestions for artistic food placement, food painting tech
niques, and more. $12.95 Softcover ISBN 1-56164-176-6 * 6 x 9 * 144 pages * 50 illustrations
The Sunshine State Cookbook’ George Fichter
Florida’s kitchens reflect the diversity of the state’s many immigrants. Learn more about Floridis cuisine.
$9.95. Sofccover
-

ISBN 1-56164-214-2 * 6

a

9 * 224 pages

?r-e*, .7 rc.

F;’ee catalogs available.
* 800.746.3275

Clockwise, statting with photo above: Young women
pose for photographs during the November 1953
Key Lime Festival on Key Largo. The Sunset Cove
Tea Room on Key Latgo features Key lime pie in
1952. Festival Queen Judy Makepeace picks Key
limes in 1954 on Islamorada. A bowl of Key limes.
A close-up of the famous Florida confection.

The little lime that could
FTER A CIRCUITOUS
JOURNEY some 500 years
ago, a small, tart lime arrived
‘n the Florida Keys. It had
started out in southern Asia and was
carried by Arabs across North Africa into
Spain and Portugal. Spanish explorers
brought it to the Keys, not knowing of
course that one day the sour, yellowish
fruit would become a Florida culinary
icon. How that came about is a study
in pioneer ingenuity; or, as folks in the
Keys might say, Conch can-do.
No one knows who made the first
pie with this worldly little lime. But it
is thought that the event occurred after
1859. That was when Gail Borden
invented sweerened, condensed, canned
milk, which was sold at general stores.
Before then, milk wasn’t readily available
for folks who lived on the Keys, since
dairy cows were about as scarce there as
hens’ teeth. I-lens, however, were thereand that meant Keys residents had
eggs. And they had wild lime trees that
sprouted in their backyards long after
the Spanish explorers had sailed away.
Foods were quite limited until
Henry Flagler’s railroad linked the Keys
to the mainland in the early 1900s. The
locals made do with what was available.
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One day, someone mixed a can of the
sweet condensed milk with beaten egg
yolks and spiked the concoction with
tart lime juice. This creation became a
custard that jelled from the acidity of the
lime; it didn’t need to be baked. More
importantly, the confection packed a
luscious sweet-sour taste that sparkled
on the palate. It was an instant hit.
The custard was poured into a
baked pastry crust and topped with a
meringue of beaten egg whites, resulting
in the first Key lime pie. Years later, as a
variety 0f f00d5 became more available
folks began using graham-cracker crusts
and topping the pie with whipped
cream. As time went on, the custard
ingredients didn’t change much, but
folks began baking the pies because of
worries about salmonella in eggs. Some
created eggless versions 0f the pie. See
recipe on page 34.
These days, finding authentic
Key lime pie can be tricky. There
are imposrers flavored by the bigger,
greener, Persian limes that are sold in
supermarkets around the country. But
the widely available Persian lime just
doesn’t have the same sharp tang, taste,
or deep-yellow color as the Key lime,
Real Key limes are harder to find. A
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1926 hurricane reporredlydestroyed lime
groves planted by commercial growers in
the Keys. Groves are cultivated elsewhere
now, although plenty of backyard trees
still thrive in the Keys.
Still, after all its travels and
travails, the Key lime is in Florida to
stay. A momentous event earlier this
year attested to that fact. In May, the
Legislature proclaimed that Key lime
pie shall be known henceforth as
Florida’s official state pie.

Lime Pie
Lime ie Oh. myl
Howl like my lime pie.
Every so often Iup-a i-go
Down to the keys sL, e:e the .vi Id . IT:eS grow,
Cool and green like; e soui of spi mg
lart and sharp with a zestlu zing
Ilook lot a certain driftwo id shack
With the road in iront a::d the Gulf out back
With these left ers scrawled fl a cl r S stay
On a howe-made sign. "LIME PIE TODA’
There’s a gaunt lean womai . weathered browi
With a pleasant smIe and a thoughtfu frown
She’s not a beauty. . . he.’ genus lies
Iii the way she iakes those wild lime les
-Don Bianthng. f/or/days

JOIN

US FOR THE NEXT

GATHERING;

THE EVERGLADES-March 16-18, 2007
Experience one of America’s most fascinating and unusual landscapes: The Everglades.
We’ll explore its diverse ecosystem and learn how the Seminole and Miccosukee people
have endured here for hundreds of yeats. We’ll heat about the railroad kings, developers,
and dredgets who gained and lost fortunes while trying to tame what emvironmental
activist Marjorie Stoneman Douglas called the "river of grass." Joining us
p,,u iu,,ci,,,g lur this
pr0g’m pr0v idJ by
will be: Michael Grunwald, Washington Post reporter and author of
The Swamp.- The Everglades. Fk,rida, and the Politics of Paradise Miccosukee
Naples
,
Elder Buffalo Tiger; anthropologist Patsy West; several longtime Everglades
Marco Island
residents; and even Douglas hersdf as portrayed by actor/scholar
Betty Jean Steinshouer.
Everglades
Registration begins November 15. To register, or for more information,
visit www.flahum.orglgathering or contact Laurie Berlin at 727 873-2006.

A SPECIAL

OFFER

FOR

FHC

MEMBERS’

For a limited time, all new and renewing
memberships at the $125 and $250+ levels
can choose to receive a great premium.
Membership donations of $125

may receive a
signed copy of The Florida. Authored by environmentalist
and sixth-generation Floridian Clay Henderson, this
stunning 12" x 12" hardcover book contains nearly 300
color photographs of
Florida’s rich natural and
manmade landscape. Each
page features the work of
renowned photographer

w
C

©

F

Cedar Key Sunset

Ian Adams complemented
by Henderson’s

on
Florida’s historyc wildlife,
Cracker culture, and
architecture, among
authoritative essays

many other topics.

Membership donations of $250+ may receive
a signed print from photographer Carlton Ward, Jt.
Members at this level may choose either Cedar Key Sunset
or St. Mar/e Pier. Each 12"x16", hand-signed giclee print
on fine cotton paper is mounted and matted with museumquality materials and is ready to frame. A beaurithl addition
to anyone’s collection of Florida art.

p

Just use the form and return-envelope inside the magazine
centerfold to choose your premium and make your
contribution today. Membership premiums will be sent
within 2 to 3 weeks of receipt of membership.
0

This special offer is only valid for $125 and

$250+memberships.

St. Mark’s Pier

For more information otto check on your membership status, contact us at cmeek@flahum.org or 727 873-2001.
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